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Structural separation in Australia and New Zealand

- What we know now, and should have known ten years ago



How structural separation came about in Australia
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1990 Review of Ownership and Structural 
Arrangements (ROSA)

• Extensive lobbying for structural separation

• Rejected because of lack of evidence, US 
experience with AT&T and unions

• But mainly, interest by prospective 2nd

carriers rested on access prices not separation

Telstra 3 (T3) sell down 2006

• ACCC etc pushed for a breakup of Telstra prior 
to T3 sell down; rejected by the Howard 
Government:

• Productivity Commission advice “the potential 
benefits of full vertical separation of Telstra’s 
wholesale and retail arms are not sufficiently 
large to justify the efficiency and transaction 
costs that would be entailed” (28 Feb 2005)

• ACCC instead focussed on tougher access 
regime prior to T3: 
- de-averaged access prices
- ULL price dropped from $20pm to $16pm

No evaluation of the costs and benefits of separation, no evaluation of the risks and issues 

• ACCC continued to lobby behind the scenes for 
structural separation ahead of network upgrade 
to FTTN 

• Various proposals put forward

Rudd Government initial NBN plan 2007: A$4.7bn

• Collapses in Dec 2008 as Telstra held out for an 
assurance that it would not be separated

• Telstra banned as non-compliant as it wanted an 
assurance on structural separation

• ACCC worked behind the scenes to promote 
FTTP: no copper, no Telstra (disclosed under 
FOI)

• Auditor General questions the conduct of the 
ACCC “not its usual role” (2010)

• Independent Audit into NBN tells Parliament the 
ACCC lacks the competence to make the claims 
it did (2014)

• Nevertheless, on 11 April 2009 the Rudd 
Government announces $41bn FTTP network 
“endorsed” by the ACCC



Putting NBN in place … after a 2010 election
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NBN 2.0 FTTP announced in April 1990, “endorsed” by the ACCC

• Established NBN Co w A$41m budget

• Began ‘negotiation’ with Telstra to access facilities, decommission copper and transfer customers

Not much progress until after the 2010 election, which resulted in a hung Parliament

• Three “independents” in rural seats wanted the NBN in their electorates, agreed to support the 
minority Gillard Government 

• Maybe the model would have been reviewed but for the election outcome

NBN pressed ahead with a ‘fantasy’ Corporate Plan Dec 2010

• ARPU would rise from $42pm on NBN, and $76pm by 2020 (cf $20 on WLR, and $16 for ULL) 

• Wireless bypass only 15% (has already gone beyond that, and likely to be 30-40% inc MBB)

• FTTP rollout completed by FY21 (13m premises, 12m FTTP) and 8m activations 

• Capex A$36bn for full FTTP, peak funding of A$41bn

• Original plan to be EBITDA positive by FY18 (Actual FY18 EBITDA loss A$2.3bn)

• FCF positive FY22 (v FY18A minus A$7.6bn)

• 7% IRR; likely write off of $30bn equity



Putting NBN in place … after a 2013 reset
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FTTP NBN still required an agreement with Telstra

• June 2010 Heads of Agreement, June 2011 Definitive Agreements 

• Voted on by shareholders November 2011 Approved by regulator March 2012

• Progressively decommission copper, and BB on HFC cable, sale of lead in conduits

• Transferring wholesale income stream to NBN

• Long term lease of duct, trench, racks, exchange space to NBN Co for 35 year + 10 +10

• Non-compete on fixed line for 20 years, preference to use NBN for fixed access service

• Non-compete with wireless was over-ruled by the regulator

• In return paid A$11bn in post-tax 2010 NPV (10% discount rate)
real value in 2011 cA$17bn, nominal value over 55 years reported at A$98bn

Change of Government in 2013 saw a change in business model to multi-technology mix

• FY13 targets had been missed: 
- FTTP rollout 207k (cf 2010 target 1.270m) premises - Total rollout 484k, (target 1.717m)
- FTTP activations 33k (target 511k) - Total activations 70k, (target 570k)

• $17m revenue v $A5.5bn in invested capital

Agreements revised in 2014 to accommodate the change to multi-technology mix

• No variation in value but long term ‘protections’ established

2013 MTM: More rapid rollout and activation; NBN on track for completion by 2020, migration completed by 2022
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‘Gun-to-the-head’ 
legislation

Its been negative for Telstra despite compensation

NBN delays, natural 
hedge
Telstra mobile gains

NBN MTM progress
Corporate competition
NBN payments carve-up 
Optus mobile challenge

NBN DAs
PSAA
LT lease

DPS FY09 to FY13 - 28 cps
FY14 to FY17 – 29.5-31.0cps

FY18 – 22 cps

TPG disruption risk



Negative for key fixed rivals, TPG and Vocus
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Golden age for access seekers

- Extensive DSLAM rollout
- Extensive backhaul fibre
- Industry consolidation by TPG and VOC
- Extensive ‘on-net’ market share gains

- ACCC 2015 copper price review dropped copper 
access prices by 9.6%

What the regulator gives, the regulator takes 

away

- NBN gains momentum
- Forced migration of BB customers
- Market factors in that TPG access price will switch 

from $16pm to $42pm and may rise to $52pm or 
more

- VOC from c$20pm to $42pm and maybe $52pm

Stranded backhaul assets

- TPG own fibre backhaul to 440 Telstra exchanges
- NBN limits to 121 Points of Interconnect (PoIs)
- c30% of NBN revenue from the CVC capacity 

charge
- Deal with VHA to supply fibre for mobile backhaul 

August 2018 merger of equals with TPG/VHA
- Subject to approval of the ‘independent regulator



New Zealand a better thought-out model
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1990 sale of Telecom NZ to Bell Atlantic and Ameritech

• Subsequent sell down and listing on NZX, no industry specific regulation

Telecom maintained good relations w Government initially

• But by 2005 Telecom NZ had missed key broadband targets inc % wholesale

• Required to apply operational separation and introduction of access regulation

• Relatively early roll out of FTTN but disputes over access prices

2009 NZ Government keen to support FTTP rollout

• Tender for UFB funding subject to separation
ie Telecom NZ would only win part of the tender if it separated

• Government funded three local fibre companies (LFCs) to compete with Telecom

• Ultimately accepted Telecom’s bid and it was awarded 70% of UFB funding

• Separated into Chorus (infrastructure) and Spark (retail and mobile) in December 2011

• No 2 mobile player Vodafone NZ immediately acquired No2 fixed player Telstra Clear

• Spark has re-acquired fibre access infrastructure in Enterprise and Mobile



A better model in New Zealand, but some risks
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Separation risk emerges

The regulatory bite: NZCC proposes c25% 
reduction in copper access
Reversed a year later but not backdated

Access regulation introduced

TEL NZ

Separation Nov 2011

Initial regulatory wobbles

Move towards a RAB model post build, 
reduction in regulatory risk



New Zealand implemented separation
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What was the driving logic for the separation? 

• Spark’s failure to accommodate RSPs with a viable wholesale BB product

• Several local/regional councils keen to support wholesale only FTTP based on local utilities

• Spark CEO Paul Reynolds (ex BT head of wholesale) keen to resolve regulatory risk thought the 
model would add value to Spark

Chorus has made good progress on FTTP rollout

• Incremental build on an existing FTTN network was relatively cost-effective; ie Chorus could pay 
divs

• Cashflow crises in FY14 due to c25% drop in regulated prices, dividend suspended

• Subject to competition from three LFCs and wireless

• June 2017 Spark announced it would target 20% FWB by 2020

• Two biggest customers (Spark and VNZ) have 5G plans

Regulatory risk

• Aside from lack of copper pricing issues, no issues in fibre pricing

• Fibre access prices set by contract for 10 years to 2020 

• To be replaced by a RAB model which is now being established

• All parties including industry and government keen to put the uncertainty behind them, but may 
not agree on the RAB

LT issue for Chorus: what effect from 5G, where will MNOs build v buy from Chorus?



Is separation good for investors?
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But what is the counter-factual cashflow trajectory to forced separation?

• Telecom NZ may have had to compete with Government-subsidised rivals

• Telstra would have been severely constrained by ‘gun-to-the-head’ legislation including possibly 
being denied 4G and 5G spectrum

• And the infra player receives Government funding to subsidise rollout

• Spark and Chorus share price has recovered and both are doing very well 
- but retail competition hasn’t been enhanced in either Australia or New Zealand
- infrastructure competition has been held back in Australia, except mobile
- retail competition has consolidated around 2 or 3 larger players

Value A + Value B > Value (A+B)

• Benchmarks only get you so far

• Ultimately: CF(A) + CF (B) > CF (A+B)

• CF of Spark and Chorus < Telecom pre split

• CF of Telstra is in sharp decline (net of 
one-off NBN PSAA payments) largely due to 
mobile competition  

• And NBN is chronically CF negative, and 
may be indefinitely (not entirely due to 
separation)



Lessons from Australia and New Zealand
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Misalignment of risk and return: capital investment is on one side of the separation, risk and return 
drivers are on the other side

• Infra Co side (NBN/Chorus) has $bns invested but limited capability to manage the risk and return; 
limited ability to drive take up and motivate end users up the value curve

• Capacity to improve utilisation of the network is in the hands of RSPs, who have no skin in the game;
their RoIC depends on lowering wholesale ARPU and bypassing infra co where economic 

Network bypass

• Spark NZ and VNZ have no constraint to rebuilding fibre backhaul or access, FWB rollout and 5G from 
2020

• In Australia NBN’s three biggest customers have 90% share in inner urban markets where 5G will impact

• And TPG and Optus FWB plans put pressure on NBN to reduce wholesale price

Hasn’t achieved the regulatory objectives in Australia or New Zealand

• Much less retail competition, and regulatory rollback of infrastructure competition in Australia

• Approved AVC/CVC price structure with an inefficient capacity charge and a very high level

• All at a cost to taxpayers of at least A$30bn, and maybe A$50bn, and loss of market value

Separation highlights stand alone cost structure so harder for regulators to ‘wish-away’ cost

• Can it sustain higher prices in the face of bypass risks?



Don’t be distracted by the NBN form of separation
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NBN as a government-owned start-up lacked the expertise needed to bring it about

• Subject to political preference … focus on high cost rural areas initially

• Lacked the established organisational expertise of an ongoing operating entity

• Lacked the established OSS/BSS

• Lacked operating cashflow

• Lacked the checks and balances to review the business plan

• No cost benefit analysis; instead relied on regulatory endorsement

Lack of independent regulator

• ACCC approved Special Access Undertaking (SAU) based on a false corporate plan

• Approved AVC/CVC price structure with an inefficient capacity charge

• Removed or reduced network competition including:
- two HFC networks (Telstra and Optus)
- TPG’s FTTB network constrained
- rival backhaul networks to NBN’s CVC capacity
- proposed $7pm levy on rival fixed networks

But held firm on wireless competition; removing anti-competitive clause from Definitive Agreements

Regulatory political transaction:

Regulator endorsed the NBN despite a lack of evaluation in order to achieve structural separation
Government embraced structural separation despite lack of evaluation in order to get ACCC support



Lessons for Europe
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A well-executed demerger can create value and shouldn’t concern incumbents

• Spark + Chorus market value doubled from demerger in 2011 – now back to 2007 levels

• ….but projects need to have clear economic payback and a clear business case against potential 
competitive infrastructure alternatives

• Watch for the potential development of fixed-wireless access as a rising competitive threat if wholesale 
rates are unattractive. For example, Altice structure perceived as a monopoly, but just a potential 
monopoly in fixed-line.

• Political interference (as we are seeing in Italy?) seems to be the clearest route to value destruction

• Network demergers shouldn’t necessarily be seen as:

• an option to boost underlying financial results 

• a route to boost market competitiveness

• the route to more attractive regulation

• or as the “only” option by which FTTP would get built

• Investors seem to have a bullish view of what multiple European network infrastructure companies 
should trade at – but we haven’t actually seen this materialise for Chorus

• However, for the time being, European investors do seem to be willing to pay higher multiples (TDC at
8.7x EBITDA, ATC at 24x terminal FCF). We believe these higher multiples are justified in the right 
regulatory framework.
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